
Eyeglasses. Simplified. 

Deliver an exceptional experience to your patients while you gain a competitive 
edge through bundled pricing and ordering efficiency that increase profitability. 

All with $0 down, unwaivering support, and no contract.

twelve84.com | support@twelve84.com 

1284. The year glasses were 
invented in Italy. 

It’s where our story begins. 

We carry forward the 
tradition of global style and 

quality with a reinvented 
buying experience that 

brings the frame, lenses, and 
lab into one simple, 

transparent process. Paired 
with your best-in-class 

service, your patients have a 
new option for an eyewear 

brand, and you have the 
competitive edge.  
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How Our Solution Works
When a practice initiates a twelve84® subscription, they receive a full complement of consigned frames for 
display. There’s never a need to send in a frame off the board, as our lab pulls from their fully stocked 
inventory of twelve84® frames. With transparent prices, free shipping, and generous remake and warranty 
policies, deploying twelve84® is as easy as 1-2-3. All for just $179/month.

Q. Do the lenses come with an AR Coating?

Yes. All twelve84®  lenses have an AR
coating. The inspire package uses a top-
level, multi-phobic AR coating. It is very easy
to clean and highly scratch resistant. The
Discover package uses a very good AR
coating application.

Q. How does the billing work?

$179/month will automatically be billed by Optical X,
LLC. This fee covers the full delivery of the twelve84®
eyewear service. On the 20th of the month, there will
be an automatic withdrawal of payment in full for the
product sold in the previous month.

Q. What is the warranty?

All Inspire packages have a 2 year warranty,
and all Discover packages have a 1 year
warranty. While we do not limit the number of
warranty remakes, we do ask that you use your
best judgement so that our policies can
remain flexible.

Q. Is free shipping offered?

Yes. twelve84®  pays for all shipping expenses. If
a return request needs to be processed, we ask
that you donate the returned product to the
optical charity of your choice.

The frame and lens quality is so excellent
that I just ordered a second pair for myself!
Elizabeth (Optician) of Dr. James & Enyart, Oregon, WI

I don't know why everybody
isn't using this!
Dr Ramey, Ramsey Eyecare, Rock Springs, WY
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Q. What is included in the twelve84®
product kit?
The standard product kit includes 80 curated
pieces from our 120-piece collection. Also
included is a POP plaque, an eyeglass case and
cleaning cloth to display the brand to you
patients. Customized kits are also available.

Q. Does twelve84®  work with vision care plans?
No. twelve84®  is priced to be extremely affordable
for patients paying cash, purchasing a second pair,
or using a VCP to purchase contact lenses. You do
have the option of purchasing a frame only for use
with your VCP network lab.

Q. How is the quality of the frames?
twelve84®  has customized every frame offered in
the collection. The line was fully designed in the US
with top-line materials from around the world. For
example, many of the frames use spring hinges from
Comotec in France. The beta titanium material is
imported from Japan, and we use Italian
Mazzucchelli acetate for multiple pieces.

Q. Can the twelve84®  patient prices be changed?
The patient prices are fixed and cannot be
increased. However, you can apply a discount on
any order. twelve84®  has made it easy for your
practice to capture patients with attractive pricing
and a simple model to keep you competitive. We do
not cap the retail price of frame only sales.

Q. Are the lenses conventional or digital?
The Discover SV package is a high-quality stock
lens. The discover FT-28 is a traditional bifocal with
premium AR coating. All other package types are
HD digital lenses.

Q. What is the cancellation policy?
There is no penalty for cancelling twelve84® . Just
contact Customer Support for assistance in
unsubscribing.

Q. What if there is an issue with an order?
Customer Support at twelve84®  is your point of
contact for any issues. We handle all inquiries,
questions and problems. twelve84® handles all
communication with the lab and frame
manufacturer so you don't have to.

Q. Do you have an EHR integration?
Yes. We are fully integrated with RevolutionEHR.
It takes only a few short minutes to activate your
inventory and start ordering.

Q. Can just the frames be purchased?
Yes. you can purchase frames directly from us at
a wholesale rate of $49 per ophthalmic frame
and $59 per sun frame. You then have control of
the retail price of the frame, it is not set by
Twelve84. We are listed in FramesData at $69/
ophthalmic frame and $79/sun frame. A 1-year
warranty is included on frame only purchases.

Q. Who manufactures the lenses?
twelve84®  lenses are made by a 5-star certified
independent lab. The lenses have been tested
by COLTS independent testing laboratory to
ensure their excellence in quality that meet or
exceed ANSI standards.

Q. Are practice employees able to get a

discount on twelve84® ?
All twelve84®  packages ordered by staff will be
given a 50% discount off the wholesale cost of
the package.

Q. Is it required to display all the frames?
No. You can merchandise the product however
you see fit.

Q. Do you charge for remakes?
twelve84®  covers remakes for any reason for 90
days after sale. While we don't limit the number
of no-charge remakes, we ask you use your best
judgement to keep our flexible policies flexible.

support@twelve84.com 1-855-828-0122
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